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Each regions has the different historical earthquake
datasets. Information in the dataset are used for
predicting the probability of earthquake occurrence. One
of the empirical relationships that has been used
frequently in long-term prediction is the GutenbergRichter law [6].
Analysis for earthquake distribution is essential,
especially in countries that often occur earthquakes.
There are many researchers who studied the field of
earthquake, including: Faizah, Wahdi, and Widodo have
developed the probability of earthquake in future events
using conditional method probability. However, this
work was limited to spesific area that directly selected,
that is in sumatera fault zone [14]. Moatti, Reza, and
Zafarani have developed pattern recognition on
earthquake seismic data with Gutenberg-Richter law for
prediction of earthquakes in the future, and obtained the
optimal number of clusters with silhouette index [6].

Abstract
Many researchers analyzed the earthquakes for
predicting the earthquake time period occurrences. This
prediction requires the area that has similarity among of
the earthquake dataset. However, they commonly faced
the difficulty to determine automatic distribution of the
high-similarity regions triggered by the spatio-temporal
earthquakes. This paper proposes a new approach for
determining the area based on earthquake datasets. Its
uses automatic clustering with Valley Tracing method to
determine the number of optimal earthquake clusters.
Then, visualize the clusters based on spatial distribution
of cluster. Every clusters are analyzed by the probability
of earthquake occurrence with the Gutenberg-Richter
law. We made series of experimental studies with
earthquake data from 2004 until 2014 in Indonesia. The
experimental results performed high accuracy for
predicting earthquakes during 1-6 forthcoming years.

2. Proposed Idea
This research proposes a new approach for
measuring the risk analysis of earthquake probability
events using automatic clustering and visualize the
clusters based on spatial distribution of cluster on
Indonesian region. We focus this research in Indonesia
because it is an archipelago where three plates of the
world meet. The interaction between these plates place
Indonesia as the region that has volcanic activity and
high seismicity. This research applies earthquake dataset
from indonesia that is provided by the Agency
Meteorologi, Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG),
Indonesia.
The automatic clustering in this research consists of
two processes. The first process is to find the global
optimum of clustering using Valley Tracing [7]. It
analyzed the moving variance of clusters for each stage
of cluster contruction, then observed the pattern to find
the global optimum as well as to avoid the local optima.
The second process is to cluster the dataset using Single
Linkage Hierarchical K-means clustering [8]. This
clustering
requires a number of cluster for real
clustering seismic catalog. So that, a number of optimal
cluster from first process becomes initial clusters for
Hierarchical K-Means method [8].
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1. Introduction
Earthquake is the event of the earth due to release
of energy in the earth suddenly. It was caused by the
sudden breaking a layer of rock or plate fracture in the
earth's crust [1]. The interaction between these plates
place Indonesia on the area that has volcanic activity and
high seismicity [2]. The high seismic activity could be
seen from the results of earthquake recording from 1897
to 2009, there are more than 14.000 seismic events with
magnitude M ≥ 5.0(SR). These quakes have caused
thousands of deaths, destruction and damage to thousand
of buildings and infrastructures, as well as substantial
funds for rehabilitation and reconstruction [3] [4].
Earthquakes occasionally occur in groups of space
and time. So, the scientists are developing a model to
explain this grouping pattern recognition. Therefore, it is
required modeling of earthquake clustering more
accurate to develop a model that explains the pattern or
grouping behavior [5]. The result of the clustering
process is useful to determine the level of risk of
earthquakes in a region in Indonesia.
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8 and , M ≥ 9 will accur within the 50 and more 200
years.
cluster5 has a high level of earthquake risk , its
mean that return period on this cluster is more short time
than the others. In this cluster would accur earthquake
with magnitud 6 (SR) every year. Whereas, magnitud 7
(SR), which can be categorized as highly damaging
seismic event, would accur earthquake every 2 years. And
also, it has a return time period 6 years on magnitude M ≥
8 and 25 years on magnitude M ≥ 9. cluster5 has member
of region, there are bali, maluku, maluku tenggara, nusa
tenggara barat, nusa tenggara timur, sulawesi selatan, and
sulawesi tenggara.
In further research, it will develop a model
clustering with epicenter and time parameters, as well as
its magnitude.

Figure 7. Percentage of probability at magnitude M ≥ 7
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Figure 8. Percentage of probability at magnitude M ≥ 8

Figure 9. Percentage of probability at magnitude M ≥ 9

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes an approach for measuring the
optimal number of cluster using valley tracing and hill
climbing method. While, the proximity measurement data
using complete linkage that has an accuracy value of 100
and the optimal number clusters is 6 clusters. While,
clustering data algorithm uses centroid linkage on
hierarchical kmeans clustering, it has a SSE value
0.98347, variance value is 3.4131x10-4, and the time
required is 6.116 seconds.
Based on the probability of earthquake occurrence at
Figure 6 through Figure 9, there is no earthquake damage
within a period of 5 to 10 years. In other words, there is
no earthquake damage with magnitud more than 7 (SR) in
2020. While, earthquake occurrence with magnitude M ≥
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